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RHLL  
Horizontal Lifeline

The Retractable Horizontal Lifeline is unlike
any other horizontal lifeline offered by
Guardian. It combines the span flexibility of
our synthetic-rope HLLs with the durability
of our fixed-length cable HLL systems. It
features an integrated shock absorber and can
accommodate up to two workers in Fall Arrest.
Designed to be easy for a single worker to set
up quickly, the Retractable HLL is a premium
offering in the space.



Designed and 
tested in the 
United States

For more information: 
+1 (800) 466 6385 
info@guardianfall.comThis product has been tested in an ISO 17025 accredited laboratory in accordance with all requirements

specified by ANSI Z359.7-2019.

This product is compliant with the following safety regulations and consensus standard:
OSHA 1910.140 & 1926.502

Declaration of conformity
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RHLL
Horizontal Lifeline

Key features & benefits
Ergonomic carrying handle
For a comfortable and secure grip

Magnetic handle storage
Handle folds flat to prevent interference  
while working

Positive-grip tensioning handle
One-way operation prevents accidental  
lifeline release

Hex shaft
Accommodates cordless drill for fast  
lifeline retrieval

Metal energy absorber
Reduces endpoint loads in the event of a fall

Stainless steel components
For superior durability and  
corrosion resistance

Rotating swivel
Prevents lifeline tangles and twists

Dual steel O-rings
Easy connection and smooth movement  
along lifeline

Specifications
Maximum number of users  | Two (2)
Maximum weight range | 100-420 lbs (per user)
Materials | Polyester, stainless steel, galvanized 
steel, & zinc-plated steel

Part numbert (s) Description                     Length

04660  Galvanized steel cable horizontal lifeline, two users (MAX)  60’ ft

04660

Ergonomic carrying handle

Magnetic 
handle storage

Metal energy 
absorber

Positive-grip 
tensioning handle

Dual steel o-rings

Stainless steel 
components

Rotating 
swivel

Hex shaft


